Screen-Printed Electrodes with two elliptic carbon working electrodes, one carbon counter electrode and a silver reference electrode. These electrodes may be used with DropSens portable Bipotentiostats or with any kind of bipotentiostat. They are aimed at detecting two signals simultaneously, allowing (differential) measurement of two analytes in the solution.

Simultaneous Detection of Two Antigens

Different coating on each electrode

Signal recording

Dual Screen-Printed Carbon Electrodes are commercialised in 75 units packs. They should be stored at room temperature in a dry place.

Also specific connectors that act as an interface between the screen-printed electrode and any bipotentiostat (refs. BIDSC, BICAC) are available at DropSens.

Related products

- BIDSC
- BICAC
- BICAST
- STAT200
- STAT300
- STAT400